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FARMING FIT FOR THE FUTURE

TREES MEAN BETTER BUSINESS
Planting improves hen welfare, boosts production and benefits wildlife
WOODLAND EGGS
David Brass, CEO of The Lakes Free Range Egg Company,
advocates tree planting as part of farm management.

JONNY WALTON

Since initial planting on his family farm in 1997, David has come to
appreciate the commercial and welfare benefits that trees deliver, with
the company now an established supplier of Woodland Eggs - a premium
product that consumers value. As woodland animals, chickens will avoid
open fields and gather under trees for security. Since planting, David has seen
the benefit of trees in encouraging the hens to leave the barns, display natural
behaviours and experience reduced stress levels. Drawing the hens further
outside also reduces faeces density and the risk of infection.

NATURAL BEHAVIOURS DRIVE BETTER RETURNS

MARGARET HOLLAND

Stress is a major issue in large commercial flocks, contributing to poor bird condition, injurious feather pecking
and low quality egg production. A clear link between tree cover, range use and reduced injurious feather pecking
has been shown1. In wooded ranges, chickens are also able to easily hide when frightened, reducing their chance
of being crushed in barn entrances.

“The cost benefit of tree planting is one of the best in farming. It costs us about £2,000 per hectare
to plant trees but this immediately improves the proportion of Grade A eggs by at least two per
cent, meaning that we achieve payback in six months.”

PLANTING HELPS PRODUCTION
As part of the McDonald’s Sustainable Egg Supply group, David worked closely with FAI Farms Ltd to
determine the effects of trees. The report compared 33 flocks with tree cover to 33 without and the results
showed that flocks with tree cover produced eggs with better shell quality and therefore reduced ‘seconds’.
Shell quality is influenced by a number of factors in particular stress but also environmental factors such as
temperature which can both be reduced by tree cover. The FAI trial showed that tree cover provides on
average a two per cent decrease in egg seconds. Even a small reduction in egg seconds can have a marked
economic effect, given that egg seconds in the UK are worth about a third of Grade A eggs2 .

JON HAWKINS

PLANTING BENEFITS THE ENVIRONMENT
Since planting, David has seen wider environmental benefits, with barn owls and red squirrels re-established
on the farm. The trees also help to protect sensitive habitats and water quality by intercepting ammonia
emissions and preventing run-off of pollutants. The Woodland Trust is now working with David to monitor
these wider environmental benefits.
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